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Letter from the
Chair of Governors

Dear All,
It goes without saying that Spring Term has not started the way we would have ideally wanted, even though it is as
might have been expected given the truly frightening increased COVID transmission rates that we have seen. As you
know our schools are operating a dual system at present with around 20% of vulnerable or critical worker children in
school and the remainder learning remotely. It is a major logistical challenge for staff and, of course for parents and
carers particularly those who are supporting remote learning children. I know from personal experience – it’s not easy.
So, on behalf of the Pinvin Federation Local Academy Board (Governing Body) I wanted to express our thanks and
appreciation to all of our staff, parents, carers and children for the tremendous efforts you have all made to adapt to the
situation.
As a parent, as well as Chair of Governors, I know we all have different thoughts about what would work best for our
remote learning children and are aware of various approaches being taken by different schools. Ofsted have made
clear there is no right or wrong way. The important factor is having an approach which is right for the relevant
schools. Therefore, I was very pleased to meet with the Federation Senior Leadership Team a couple of weeks ago to
discuss the Team’s remote learning strategy for our schools. The Team explained how they had considered carefully
what they feel works best to provide a good remote learning experience for our children drawing on the what they felt
worked well and not so well in the first lockdown and examples of good practice elsewhere. They’d also wanted to
reflect the different circumstances of parents and children with some children not having regular (or any) access to
technology – as shown in the results of a parent survey – and many parents being constrained by when they can focus
on supporting their children’s studies due to other commitments.
I was also very pleased to visit the school last week to see for myself a number of excellent examples of remote
delivery lessons and children’s submitted work. I was really impressed with the efforts that staff have put into
developing some really high-quality remote teaching material including recorded voice overs to help personalise the
learning for the children. I was equally impressed with some of the innovative and imaginative examples of pupil’s
work. They were a credit to the school. I also visited a few classes of children who were in school and saw for myself
the care and attention they were being given by staff.
All of this has reaffirmed my view that the Federation has adopted a learning approach that staff and governors
genuinely believe to be the best for all of our children – both those in school and those who are remote learning. It has
been lovely and encouraging to see some really positive feedback from a number of parents. The Governing Body will
continue to work with Mrs Jennings and the Senior Leadership Team to monitor the effectiveness of the arrangements
and explore opportunities for further enhancing delivery or engagement with remote learning children where possible.
Thank you all once again for your support.
Trevor
Trevor Knight (Chair of Pinvin Federation Local Advisory Board)

Ways to help you look after your wellbeing and feel better mentally……

Supporting children with Dyslexia
Free Webinar.

Virtual School Library | Oak Academy (thenational.academy)

Virtual School Library
Free reading and writing activities from your favourite
children's authors from the National Literacy Trust.
Every class now has an additional assignment
for the children to explore the meaning of our
school values and complete a range of
activities.
Why not take a look!

Eeedback and Marking
Please remember to look back at your work and see the teacher’s
feedback. This is what helps you best to progress in your learning.
Teachers are marking and commenting in all these ways!

Teachers will place ticks against the work
You will be awarded house points.
Green is 1 house point
Silver is 2 house points
Gold is 3 house points

Go back and look at your work
Pink for improvements to be made and
green to celebrate how you met the
objectives well
You will also see private comments,
some written and sometimes verbal with
the teacher talking.

So remember to go back and check your
marking which the teachers are providing in
order to help you!

Oliver’s
interpretation
of what ‘The
Goodleys’
might look like.
Year 6

Alfie and
Summer make a
yummy Spaghetti
Spag Bol

Martha’s Maths
And this week Year 7 had to follow Miss
McSwiney’s instructions and recipe to make
Mexican cups. The children have been voting
for a dessert recipe next.

Hattie in Swallow class.
Using and applying the passive voice in
an emotive and creative way…

Abigail
Wren
class

Year 6 bubbles have been carrying on with the work that Mr Kehoe started before
Christmas, preparing the old school garden ready to be made into an allotment
later in the term.
Weather permitting, the next steps will be to rotovate the plot and create some
new beds, then planting will begin when the ground gets a bit warmer.

Year 6

Can you
help?
If you have any old
spades, garden forks,
buckets, trugs that you
don’t need but would be
willing to donate please
get in touch.

Molly
Year 7
Retrieving
evidence
from the text
and
comparing a
character’s
attitude.
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Erin and Tabitha
Great work!

Woodpecker class

We held a class Zoom last Friday
morning. It was lovely to see all of
the children as we have really missed
teaching them in school. They shared
stories of what they have been up to,
and hearing them chattering and
laughing made it feel like the ‘old’
classroom again! We thanked all of
the children for working so hard with
their home learning as we have been
so impressed with the work we have
been receiving on Google Classroom.
Mrs Coote and Mrs Sanders

Bricklaying skills put to the test!

Arthur in
Falcon
Class
A fantastic
French
Cartoon
Strip!

Sam in Hawk class Describing a daily routine
In French…
très mignon!

Follow us on Facebook
@Pinvinfirst
and
@PinvinSt Nicholas
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Wishing everyone: children,
parents, staff, our
governors and everyone in
our community a Happy
weekend.
Stay safe and be kind to
each other.
Best wishes
Mrs Jennings and all the
team at The Pinvin
Federation.

Harry in Year 4 – creating the other half of the painting ‘Surprise’
by Henri Rousseau.

